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Abstract

Software providers handling sensitive data must verify that their applications conform to a wide breadth of privacy policies. For example, to comply with the GDPR, applications must delete a user’s personal data on request.

Paralegal is a static analyzer that helps developers verify the compliance of their Rust applications. Developers write custom privacy policies for their application, which Paralegal checks against the implementation. We imagine that developers use Paralegal as part of their normal code review processes, allowing them to catch bugs before deployment. Paralegal must therefore be practical: it should be fast, robust to source code changes, and straightforward to use.

Writing a Paralegal policy, however, is not straightforward. Policies are Rust programs which reason about data flow between particular source code entities (e.g., arguments or types). As such, policies are closely tied to the application’s implementation, which makes them difficult to write and inaccessible to all those but the application’s developers.

Paralanguage is a new privacy policy specification language that seeks to reduce the developer effort required to apply Paralegal to applications. It can specify a wide range of privacy policies in an intuitive, controlled natural language format. Developers compile their Paralanguage policies to Paralegal Rust policies, which they can then run against their applications to verify compliance.

We evaluate Paralanguage on seven real-world Rust applications and find that it can express a wide variety of privacy policies, it incurs low developer effort, and that it is executes quickly enough for use in a production setting.
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Introduction

Privacy bugs in applications harm users (e.g., by leaking their sensitive data) and put software providers at risk for financial liability. In May of 2023 alone, Ireland fined Meta €1.2 billion for GDPR violations, while the United States fined Amazon $25 million for failing to honor data deletion requests under the Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act [15, 18]. To ensure compliance, organizations must relate dense legal text to their low-level application source code. Currently, organizations use manual audits to verify compliance, which are expensive, time-consuming, and infrequent [19, 20].

Paralegal is a static analyzer for Rust applications that developers leverage to find such bugs in their programs before deployment. Paralegal evaluates an application by generating its program dependence graph (PDG), where nodes are program entities (arguments, types, etc.) and edges are control or data flow dependencies. Paralegal evaluates the PDG against the policy and outputs whether the application is compliant.

Developers can receive immediate feedback on the impact of their changes by running Paralegal continually throughout the development process, perhaps as part of a CI pipeline. We envision that Paralegal could replace (or at least reduce the frequency of) manual compliance audits.

1.1 The Problem

Paralegal policies are Rust programs that execute low-level graph queries over an application’s PDG. To write these programs, developers must first connect high-level concepts (e.g., “all sensitive data is encrypted”) to low-level implementation details. They must then understand how Paralegal represents these details with a PDG, and finally translate their high level policy into a series of assertions about paths in this graph. This design limits the available pool of policy writers to those with an in-depth understanding of Rust programming, application semantics, and
Paralegal’s PDG representation. Since policies are programs, they have the same problems as the applications they evaluate: they are buggy, laborious to write, and comprehensible only to programmers familiar with the application.

Ideally, policy writers would specify only the high-level concepts behind their policy, which Paralegal would translate automatically into an application-specific query. We realize this goal with Paralanguage, a DSL for privacy policies over PDGs. Paralanguage is a Controlled Natural Language (CNL) interface; users write policies in natural language, but are restricted to a defined grammar [4]. Natural language offers the intuitive quality we seek, while the grammar allows us to avoid the ambiguity of unconstrained English. We pair Paralanguage with a compiler that translates policies to Paralegal graph queries in Rust. Developers then invoke Paralegal on their application, which generates its PDG, evaluates it against the compiled Paralanguage policy, and outputs whether the application is compliant.

1.2 Goals

The design of Paralanguage must address four challenges.

First, it must be accessible yet unambiguous. Paralanguage should avoid requiring policy writers to reason about low-level source code entities, such as particular functions or arguments. Such a design would tie the policy to the application’s implementation, effectively restricting policy writing to the application’s developers. It would also make the policies more difficult to write and brittle to source code changes. Paralanguage should instead be accessible to a range of technical stakeholders. Ideally, a compliance engineer—someone who knows how to program, but who is not necessarily familiar with the particular implementation details—would write policies in a code-agnostic way.

Natural language provides an intuitive structure for specifying these policies. However, unconstrained natural language can be ambiguous. For example, the sentence “A or B and C” is vague; which operator should take higher precedence? While such ambiguity may be acceptable (or even desirable) in legal text, it is unacceptable for a policy that is checkable by an automated tool. Paralanguage must reject ambiguous policies without becoming so onerous to use that it requires the same expertise and time investment as writing a graph query program.

Second, Paralanguage should be expressive. A trivial way of eliminating ambiguity would be to define a highly restricted natural language interface that allows for only a handful of policy formulations. This structure, however, would be insufficiently expressive to meet the needs of complex applications, which must abide by a wide range of privacy requirements. Instead, Paralanguage should be flexible
enough to apply across policy and application domains.

Third, Paralanguage should support sufficiently precise queries to express common privacy policies, without overwhelming the compliance engineer with the specifics of Paralegal’s PDG representation. Paralegal’s PDG representation represents program structure with a specific level of precision. With the existing graph query interface, compliance engineers can leverage this precision to make highly specific queries (e.g., count the exact number edges between two nodes in a graph). However, privacy policies often do not require this level of precision. If Paralanguage were to require reasoning about the PDG specifics, it would not be accessible—compliance engineers would require expertise to choose from a wide array of query patterns over a complex, unfamiliar data structure. However, if policies are insufficiently precise, they are more likely to produce false positives or false negatives when run against application code.

Fourth, Paralanguage policies, once compiled, should be similarly efficient to graph queries written in Rust. This goal is necessary so that Paralegal runs at interactive timescales when checking Paralanguage policies.

We evaluate Paralanguage against seven third-party Rust applications. We find that Paralanguage can express a wide range of privacy policies for these applications, that these policies correctly identify bugs, and that they incur acceptable run time overhead (≈0-12%) compared to hand-optimized Rust graph queries.

Paralegal is the product of collaboration with Justus Adam, Livia Zhu, Sreshtaa Rajesh, Will Crichton, Shriram Krishnamurthi, and Malte Schwarzkopf. My contribution specifically is the Paralanguage policy language and the compilation to Rust policies.
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Background

Paralanguage expresses policies over Paralegal’s PDG. First, we provide some background on PDGs in general, then on Paralegal’s design.

2.1 PDGs

A program dependence graph (PDG) [6] represents a program’s dependencies. The nodes are, generally speaking, any variables in the program, including function arguments and return values. The edges represent dependencies between nodes. If the PDG contains an edge $x \to y$, that indicates that $y$ depends on $x$. There are two kinds of dependencies: data dependencies and control dependencies. A data dependency $x \xrightarrow{\text{data}} y$ indicates that $x$ directly affects $y$, e.g., $y = x$, because data flows from $x$ into $y$. A control dependency $x \xrightarrow{\text{control}} y$ indicates that $x$ indirectly affects $y$, e.g., if $(x == 1) \ y = 1 \ \text{else} \ y = 2$. We say that $x$ has transitive influence on $y$ if there exists some path from $x$ to $y$ through the PDG, either through a direct edge from $x$ to $y$ or through intermediate nodes (e.g., $x \xrightarrow{\text{data}} z \xrightarrow{\text{control}} y$).

$x$ has transitive data influence on $y$ if there is a path from $x$ to $y$ comprised entirely of data edges. $x$ has transitive control influence on $y$ if there is a path from $x$ to $y$ comprised entirely of control edges.

2.2 Paralegal

Paralegal generates PDGs for Rust applications. Users express their policies as assertions over their application’s PDG. For example, an assertion may state that $x$ must have transitive data influence on $y$. Paralegal provides a Rust API, called the Graph Query API, for common query patterns. For instance, compliance engineers use the \texttt{flows_to(x, y, EdgeSelection)} primitive to query for transitive influence, providing \texttt{EdgeSelection::Both}, \texttt{EdgeSelection::Data}, or \texttt{EdgeSelection::Control} for transitive influence, transitive data influence, or transitive control influence, respectively.
If a compliance engineer wanted to write a policy about some privacy-critical operation (e.g., data sinks), they could manually inspect the PDG to identify all relevant nodes, but that would be tedious and error-prone. Instead, they use Paralegal’s markers abstraction to annotate their source code with custom labels. When Paralegal constructs the application’s PDG, it attaches markers to the appropriate nodes. Developers apply markers to source code through inline annotations, e.g.:

```
#[paralegal::marker(sink, argument = recipient)]
fn send_email(recipient, sender, content) {... }
```

which applies a marker sink to the recipient argument of the send_email function. The PDG will contain one recipient node for each invocation of send_email, with sink applied to each of them.

Compliance engineers use Paralegal’s marker abstraction to write their privacy policies. In this example, rather than explicitly enumerate the dependencies for each recipient node, the compliance engineer can instead specify that all nodes marked sink have some dependency. Markers make policies clearer because they allow compliance engineers to reason about concepts like sink or user data, rather than source-code level entities like function arguments.

After writing a policy and applying its markers to source code, the developer leverages their application knowledge to mark certain functions as entrypoints for Paralegal’s analysis. Paralegal constructs PDGs for each entrypoint. Entrypoints are, generally speaking, the “privacy relevant” functions in the application. In a web application, for example, they are the user-facing endpoints where data enters and exits the application. The developer then runs Paralegal against their application, which generates the application’s marked PDGs, i.e., its PDGs with its markers applied to the appropriate graph nodes. Paralegal checks the policy against the marked PDG and outputs whether the application is compliant.
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Overview

Compliance engineers and developers collaborate to apply Paralegal to their applications and catch privacy bugs before deployment. We demonstrate Paralanguage’s role in this process through an example.

Freedit is a text-based social media application, similar to Reddit or Twitter [9]. The application stores a user’s viewing history, but deletes it after three days [8]. To verify that the source code upholds the policy, a compliance engineer must first ensure that any viewing data is always stored alongside the current date. Otherwise, the application would have no way to check later whether the data is expired. To encode this policy in Paralanguage, the compliance engineer first considers which operations or data are relevant to the policy. They determine that the relevant concepts for this policy are (i) the viewing data, (ii) any database store operations, and (iii) the current date. They define \texttt{views}, \texttt{store}, and \texttt{time} markers to represent each of these ideas. The compliance engineer must have some technical background to establish these concepts—they must, for example, understand what a database is, and the kind of data that it would store. However, they do not need to understand how the source code implements this functionality, or the details of the database client library that the app uses.

Next, the compliance engineer writes the policy in terms of these markers. They know that a developer will eventually apply their markers to one or more source code entities. Their policy must therefore reason about these marked object(s). To do so, the compliance engineer introduces \textit{variables} into their policy. A variable represents a single source code entity with a given marker. In this example, the compliance engineer introduces their variables as follows:

\begin{verbatim}
For each "view" marked \texttt{views}:
    For each "database store" marked \texttt{store}:
\end{verbatim}

Here, and in the following text, variables are in purple and markers are in teal.
The compliance engineer must now establish that a given "database store" actually stores this "view"—if it stores some other, unrelated data, the policy does not apply. To do so, they introduce the first predicate into their policy:

For each "view" marked views:
  For each "database store" marked store:
    If "view" goes to "database store" then:

Predicates are expressions that relate two objects to each other—either two variables, or a variable and a marker.

Note that the compliance engineer need not specify how or when the "view" reaches the "database store". The "view" could undergo any number of data transformations first—e.g., it could be inserted as a field of a type containing other user data, and that type is then stored. The compliance engineer does not worry about these implementation details; they must only understand that the "view" reaches the "database store" in some form, at some point.

The compliance engineer then defines the consequent of the conditional:

For each "view" marked views:
  For each "database store" marked store:
    If "view" goes to "database store" then:
      There is a "date" marked time where:
        "date" goes to "database store"

The consequent ensures that if the view is stored, that some date is also stored.

Finally, the compliance engineer establishes the scope of their policy. For instance, a GDPR data deletion policy would assert that somewhere in the application, all of a user’s data is deleted. In this case, the compliance engineer determines that the entire application should uphold this policy, so they select the “Everywhere” scope, producing the final policy:

**Scope:** Everywhere

**Policy:**

For each "view" marked views:
  For each "database store" marked store:
    If "view" goes to "database store" then:
      There is a "date" marked time where:
        "date" goes to "database store"

The compliance engineer then sends this policy to a developer, who leverages their implementation knowledge to apply the markers to the appropriate source code entities. Here, they might attach the views marker on all function arguments of type PageView, the store marker on an argument to a database library insertion
function, and the `time` marker on the return value of a function that gets the current date. The developer runs Paralanguage’s compiler, which outputs a Rust program that contains an equivalent graph query over a marked PDG and boilerplate code to invoke Paralegal. Paralegal generates the application’s marked PDG, evaluates it against the policy, and outputs whether the policy passed or failed.
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Design

A Paralanguage policy has three sections—its body, its scope, and (optionally) its definitions:

• The body contains the predicates that define the policy.
• The scope determines which analysis entry points must satisfy the body.
• The definitions allow compliance engineers to make their bodies simpler and more efficient.

Paralanguage’s full grammar is in Appendix A.

4.1 Scope

A compliance engineer has three options for the scope of their policy:

1. *Everywhere* indicates that every entrypoint must satisfy the body.
2. *Somewhere* indicates that at least one entrypoint must satisfy the body.
3. *In* name indicates that the entrypoint with name name must satisfy the body.

The appropriate scope is policy-dependent. For instance, if an application should always encrypt sensitive data before storage, the compliance engineer should select an “Everywhere” scope. For a GDPR data deletion policy, however, an “Everywhere” scope would not make sense, since that would require every entrypoint storing user data to also delete it. Instead, such a policy could use a “Somewhere” scope to mandate that at least one entrypoint deletes a user’s data. Compliance engineers may wish to be more specific and ensure that a particular entrypoint obeys a policy, in which case they should use the *In* name scope. This scope achieves greater precision, but is also tied to the source code; if the name of the entrypoint changes, the policy must change as well.

4.2 Body

The policy body has three components: quantifiers, predicates, and conjunctions/disjunctions of them.
4.2.1 Quantifiers

Quantifiers allow compliance engineers to iterate over a collection of marked items, reasoning about one item at a time. Paralanguage provides two quantifiers: For each and There is. There are four ways to use these quantifiers, depending on whether the variable is defined or not:

(i) For each "x" marked m:
(ii) There is a "x" marked m where:
(iii) For each "x":
(iv) There is a "x" where:

(i) and (ii) iterate over all items marked m, while (iii) and (iv) iterate over a defined collection of items. Definitions allow compliance engineers to gather a collection of items ahead of time, filtering on a more complicated set of conditions than markers alone (Section 4.3).

Both types of quantifiers iterate over a collection of objects, evaluating the body in the context of the current object "x". A For each loop succeeds if the body is true for all "x". A There is loop succeeds if the body is true for at least one "x".

Vacuity: If there are no "x"s, the body of a For each loop is vacuously true. Paralanguage allows for vacuity for For each loops because it evaluates policies on a per-entrypoint basis, and some entrypoints may not have certain markers. For example, take the (abbreviated) Freedit policy from §3:

Scope: Everywhere

Policy:
For each "view" marked views:
[...]

If For each quantifiers enforced non-vacuity, this policy would fail on every entrypoint that does not handle views. To avoid these failures, the compliance engineer would have to use the In name scope to include only the entrypoints that should contain views. However, this solution would defeat Paralanguage’s goal of being independent from source code. Paralanguage allows For each loops to be vacuous so that compliance engineers can use the “Everywhere” scope over the In name scope by default.

If a compliance engineer wants to write a stricter policy with a vacuity check, they can leverage the There is quantifier, as in Figure 4.1. They should then change their scope to use the In name scope, so that Paralegal only evaluates the policy against the entrypoints that should contain views.
Policy:

There is a "view" marked views where:

There is a "database store" marked store where:

"view" goes to "database store"

and

For each "view" marked views:

[...]

Figure 4.1: The Freedit policy from §3 with a vacuity check that enforces that at least one "view" is stored.

**Variables:** Observe that the loop bodies reason about the quantifier variables. If instead, Paralanguage eschewed quantifiers and wrote this policy as:

If a "view" marked views goes to a "database store" marked store:

There is a "date" marked time where:

"date" goes to a "database store" marked store

Paralanguage would not enforce that "view" and "date" go to the same "database store", since the second instance of "database store" is again defined over all locations marked store. Quantifiers allow for the correct version of the policy by allowing compliance engineers to refer to the same object multiple times.

4.2.2 Predicates

Predicates are between two objects: either two variables and a variable and a marker. The full list of available predicates is in Figure 4.2. Paralanguage also supports the negation of each of these predicates, e.g. "a" does not go to "b".

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paralanguage Predicate</th>
<th>Obligation on PDG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&quot;a&quot; influences &quot;b&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;a&quot; has transitive influence on &quot;b&quot;.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;a&quot; goes to &quot;b&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;a&quot; has transitive data flow influence on &quot;b&quot;.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;a&quot; affects whether &quot;b&quot; happens</td>
<td>&quot;a&quot; has transitive control flow influence on &quot;b&quot;.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;a&quot; goes to &quot;b&quot; only via &quot;c&quot;</td>
<td>On every path from &quot;a&quot; to &quot;b&quot;, &quot;a&quot; passes through &quot;c&quot;.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;a&quot; goes to &quot;b&quot;'s operation</td>
<td>&quot;a&quot; goes to the call site associated with &quot;b&quot; (e.g., if &quot;b&quot; is an argument to a call site, then &quot;a&quot; goes to any of that call site’s arguments).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;a&quot; is marked m</td>
<td>&quot;a&quot; is marked m.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.2: Paralanguage’s predicates and the obligations they enforce on Paralegal’s marked PDG.
4.2.3 Numbered Clauses

In our examples thus far, we have used indentation to nest quantifiers. However, such a design is error-prone—with just one accidental indentation, a compliance engineer would write an entirely different policy than what they intended. For instance, take the policies in Figure 4.3, which differ only in indentation but have different meanings. Policy 4.3(a) will fail if there is no "x". Policy 4.3(b), however, can still pass if "y" goes to "z".

Rather than allow a stray indent to change the meaning of the policy, Paralanguage instead enforces that compliance engineers explicitly specify the scope of each statement. They do so with numbered clauses, inspired by similar notation in legal text. Policies 4.3(c) and Policies 4.3(d) are equivalent to Policy 4.3(a) and Policy 4.3(b), respectively, but they use Paralanguage numbered clauses to make the scope of each statement explicit.

A numbered clause is followed by an quantifier or a predicate. To introduce an additional numbered clause at the same level, compliance engineers use and or or operators, which indicate an unambiguous connection between the clauses. Compliance engineers are not permitted to mix operators (ands and ors) on the same numbered clause level, since the operator precedence in such cases would be ambiguous.

There is a "x" where:
"x" goes to "y"
or
"y" goes to "z"

(a)

1. There is a "x" where:
A. "x" goes to "y"
or
B. "y" goes to "z"

(c)

There is a "x" where:
"x" goes to "y"
or
"y" goes to "z"

(b)

1. There is a "x" where:
A. "x" goes to "y"
or
2. "y" goes to "z"

(d)

Figure 4.3: Policies with identical syntax but different scopes. (a) and (b) use indentation to indicate scope, while (c) and (d) make the scope explicit through numbered clauses. (These policies are partial; we elide quantifiers for brevity.)
4.2.4 Other Details

Conditionals: Privacy policies often impose conditional obligations, e.g., if an application stores sensitive data, then it must obtain a user’s consent. Paralanguage supports conditionals through its if p, then q construct, where p is a predicate and q is either a predicate, quantifier loop, or another conditional. Compliance engineers leverage Paralanguage’s numbered clauses to specify when q begins and ends. For example, in Figure 4.4, the antecedent “x” goes to “y” begins with numbered clause indicator a.. Thus, the consequent q is every statement between then; and the next statement on the same “clause level” as the antecedent, which is indicated with a b..

1. For each "x":
   A. For each "y":
      a. If "x" goes to "y", then:
         i) For each "z":
             A) "z" does not go to "y" and
             B) [...] or
         ii) [...]  
   b. [...]  

Figure 4.4: A Paralanguage policy that uses a conditional (bolded).

Types: Paralanguage intentionally abstracts away details of the PDG to make policies easier to write. Namely, Paralanguage avoids reasoning about particular source code entities (e.g., arguments, functions). The one exception to this rule is datatypes. To understand why this exception is necessary, consider the following data deletion policy:

1. For each "sensitive" type marked user_data:
   A. There is a "source" that produces "sensitive" where:
      a. There is a "deleter" marked deletes where:
         i) "source" goes to "deleter"

This policy enforces that for each user data type, some data of that type is deleted. Consider how a compliance engineer would write this policy without the type keyword. They could write that There is a "source" marked user_data that is deleted, but only checks that at least one user_data type is deleted, not that
all of them are. They could approximate the type keyword by giving each type a unique marker and using There is quantifiers for each of them, but such a policy would be tedious to write and easy to get wrong.

4.3 Definitions

In the Freedit example from §3, the compliance engineer’s final policy was:

1. For each "view" marked views:
   A. For each "database store" marked store:
      a. If "view" goes to "database store" then:
         i) There is a "date" marked time where:
            A) "date" goes to "database store"

This policy contains five levels of nesting. As policies get more complex, many levels of nesting can make policies harder to understand. To address this issue, Paralanguage allows compliance engineers to create definitions. A definition declares a variable ahead of time which refers to all items that meet a certain condition. Observe that the Freedit policy does not enforce any obligations on a "database store" unless it stores a "view". Rather than iterate through all database stores, a compliance engineer can collect only the relevant database stores up front, then write their policy in terms of those. In this case, the Freedit compliance engineer would create the following definition:

1. "view store" is each "store" marked db_store where:
   A. There is a "view" marked views where:
      a. "view" goes to "store"

and revise their policy to:

1. For each "view store":
   A. There is a "date" marked time where:
      a. "date" goes to "view store"

Note that the latter policy is also more efficient because it avoids the double For each loop of the original. While we do not expect efficiency to be a compliance engineer’s primary concern, the definitions feature may be a useful way to improve performance if developers find the original policy to be too slow in practice.

Since Paralegal constructs per-entrypoint PDGs, Paralanguage policies, once compiled, are evaluated against one entrypoint at a time. The scope of the policy dictates which entrypoint(s) must uphold the policy. Since policy bodies are entrypoint-specific, definitions are entrypoint-specific by default as well.

However, a compliance engineer may want to gather all marked items meeting a certain condition across entrypoints. For instance, consider a policy that states
that for each sensitive type that the application stores, that type is also deleted. It is unlikely that a single entrypoint would both store the sensitive data and delete it. Instead, the compliance engineer could declare a definition to gather the sensitive types that are stored across the application, then write a policy that states that some entrypoint must delete those types. They do so by appending “anywhere in the application” to their definition declaration (Figure 4.5).

Scope: Somewhere

Definitions:
1. "stored sensitive" is each "sensitive" type marked sensitive where, anywhere in the application:
   A. There is "database store" marked store where:
      a. "sensitive" goes to "database store"

Policy:
1. For each "stored sensitive":
   A. There is a "deleter" marked deletes where:
      a. "stored sensitive" goes to "deleter"

Figure 4.5: A data deletion policy which uses a definition to gather all sensitive types from each of the application’s entrypoints.
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Implementation

5.1 Compiler

The Paralanguage compiler translates policies into graph queries over Paralegal’s PDG, which developers run against their application. The compiler first parses the policy into an abstract syntax tree (AST). It then traverses this AST to verify that the policy is properly scoped. It errors if any variables are used in a predicate without first being introduced by an quantifier or definition. It also prohibits duplicate introductions of the same variable in the same scope.

Once the compiler verifies that the policy is properly scoped, it performs a second pass over the AST to compile it to Rust code. This compilation happens via template expansion. The compiler identifies the relevant template for each node in the AST, substituting in the policy’s variables and markers.

For each and There is loops compile to iterators over nodes with the given marker in the entrypoint’s PDG. For example, the statement For each "view" marked views compiles to an iterator over all nodes marked views. The and, or, and if constructs correspond directly to Rust built-in operators.

Predicates compile to expressions using Paralegal’s Graph Query API. For example, "x" goes to "y" compiles to flows_to(x, y, EdgeSelection::Data).

The compiler outputs a Rust program containing the policy. This program contains boilerplate code to invoke Paralegal against the policy, which the developer edits to provide application-specific information, such as the application directory and optional Paralegal configuration flags. Once the developer is ready to check their policy against their application, they compile and run this program.

We implemented a prototype of the Paralanguage compiler in 2,370 lines of Rust.
5.2 Limitations

This prototype has some limitations which could be overcome with further engineering effort. We detail those below.

5.2.1 Direct Dependencies

Paralanguage predicates reason about transitive dependencies between PDG nodes. There is no way for compliance engineers to enforce a direct edge between two nodes. In most cases, transitive dependencies are the correct level of abstraction. For example, given the Rust code `sink(*sensitive)`, one might reasonably conclude that `sensitive` goes to `sink`. However, since `sensitive` is dereferenced, the PDG contains an intermediate node between `sensitive` and `sink`, so there is no direct data flow edge between `sensitive` and `sink`. However, it is possible that a developer would want to forbid any intermediate data transformations to `sensitive` data before it reaches some `sink` (perhaps in a security-critical setting). Paralanguage cannot express this policy, while Paralegal’s Graph Query API can.

5.2.2 Code Improvements

The Paralanguage compiler currently lacks optimization passes, so it misses opportunities for efficiency improvements. For example, if a policy contains two quantifiers over the same data, the Paralanguage compiled policy will traverse the PDG twice, when it could have just done one traversal and stored the result for the subsequent iteration.

The Graph Query API also has a sophisticated error message framework, which allows developers to print which source code locations are causing policy failure. Paralanguage’s policies currently only print whether the policy was successful, but the compiler’s templates could be revised to support this error message framework.

5.2.3 Other Limitations

Our Paralanguage prototype supports five levels of numbered clauses, but more could be added with additional engineering effort. The prototype also only supports iterating over defined variables and variables marked m. If Paralanguage allowed filtering on predicates, e.g. For each "x" that goes to "y", its policies would be more concise.
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Evaluation

We evaluate Paralanguage against seven third-party Rust applications to answer four questions:
1. Can Paralanguage’s grammar express real-world privacy policies? (§6.1)
2. How do Paralanguage’s abstractions impact policy precision and correctness? (§6.2)
3. Are Paralanguage’s policies efficient enough for practical use? (§6.3)
4. What is the effort required to encode policies in Paralanguage? (§6.4)

We tried to pick popular applications spanning different policy domains. We summarize the applications in Figure 6.1.

6.1 Expressivity

We found that Paralanguage could express all of the policies that we defined for these applications. In cases where the policy was inherently dynamic, we defined static approximations. For example, a GDPR data deletion policy would state that some entrypoint deletes all of a user’s data. Paralegal cannot verify that the application actually deletes all of the user’s data, since the exact contents of that data are only known at runtime. However, it can ensure that for each type marked

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>LoC</th>
<th>Policies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Atomic [2] (v0.34.2)</td>
<td>Graph DB</td>
<td>9.6k</td>
<td>Access Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contile [3] (v1.11.0)</td>
<td>Advertising</td>
<td>4.9k</td>
<td>Purpose Limitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freedit [9] (v0.6.0-rc.3)</td>
<td>Social</td>
<td>6.6k</td>
<td>Data Retention/Expiration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyperswitch [11] (v0.2.0)</td>
<td>Payments</td>
<td>198.9k</td>
<td>Credential Security, Limited Data Collection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lemmy [12] (v0.16.6)</td>
<td>Social</td>
<td>31.4k</td>
<td>Access Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plume [14] (v0.7.2)</td>
<td>Blogging</td>
<td>21.4k</td>
<td>Data Deletion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WebSubmit [16] (v1.0)</td>
<td>Homework</td>
<td>1.6k</td>
<td>Data Deletion, Access Control</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6.1: Case study applications with code size and policies.
user_data, there is some data of that type that goes to a “deleter”. This policy is expressive enough to find bugs where applications forget to delete a given type of user data, but cannot catch bugs where an application only deletes some of the data of a given type.

While we were able to express all of the policies for these applications, Paralanguage has limitations that prevent it from expressing every privacy policy. For example, our Paralanguage prototype cannot express policies that rely on direct dependencies or more than five levels of nested expressions (Sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.3).

6.2 Precision

Paralanguage policies support a lower degree of precision than native Rust policies (Chapter 4 and section 5.2.1) in exchange for greater accessibility. We evaluate to what extent this loss of precision affects the accuracy of Paralanguage policies.

For each application, we wrote Graph Query API policies and equivalent Paralanguage policies. The Graph Query API policies leveraged functionality that is out of scope for Paralanguage (e.g., reasoning about the direct siblings of a marked node). We ran these policies on compliant and incompliant versions of the applications. We found that both sets of policies were correct for every application, i.e., passed for the compliant versions and failed for the incompliant ones. This result is a promising indicator that Paralanguage’s reduced precision is acceptable in practice.

6.3 Efficiency

For each application, we compare the total execution time of its Graph Query API policies and its Paralanguage policies. To avoid the variance of a single run unduly affecting the result, we average the results over 10 runs each. We would expect Paralanguage policies to be slower on average because a human developer can optimize their graph queries, while our prototype compiler outputs unoptimized code (§5.2.2).

Figures 6.2 and 6.3 compare the Paralanguage and Graph Query API policy execution times. We found that Paralanguage policies are 2-12% slower than their Graph Query API counterparts. The one exception is WebSubmit, which was 0.5% faster than the Rust API policies. However, the WebSubmit policies run quickly (≈30ms), so in any given run, a difference of a few milliseconds causes this percentage to vary widely.

These results demonstrate that Paralanguage policies incur an acceptable overhead compared to hand-optimized graph queries.
Figure 6.2: Paralanguage and Graph Query policy execution times, on a logarithmic scale, averaged across 10 runs. The Paralanguage execution times are similar to those of hand-optimized queries.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Paralanguage Time (ms)</th>
<th>Graph Query API Time (ms)</th>
<th>Paralanguage Percent Slower</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AtomicServer</td>
<td>127.92</td>
<td>118.8</td>
<td>7.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contile</td>
<td>1109.14</td>
<td>1064.43</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freedit</td>
<td>347.57</td>
<td>339.85</td>
<td>2.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyperswitch</td>
<td>251044.37</td>
<td>241890.42</td>
<td>3.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lemmy</td>
<td>7026.23</td>
<td>6277.3</td>
<td>11.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plume</td>
<td>95.63</td>
<td>88.86</td>
<td>7.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WebSubmit</td>
<td>29.89</td>
<td>30.07</td>
<td>-0.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6.3: Comparison of Paralanguage and Graph Query API policy execution times. Paralanguage policies are, on average, marginally slower than the Graph Query API policies.
6.4 Effort

We evaluate the effort required to encode policies in Paralanguage. Ideally, we would have conducted a user study with users unfamiliar with the system. However, due to time limitations, we instead summarize our experience (as the authors of Paralegal) writing policies.

**Policy Strictness:** We find that the effort required to encode policies in Paralanguage is proportional to the strictness of the policy. For example, take the AtomicServer application, a graph-based database [2]. A previous version of the application failed to verify that the user was permitted to modify a database resource before applying the update [1]. We encode this policy in Paralanguage by enforcing that if a database resource is modified, the application checks which users are permitted to modify the resource, and that check affects whether the update happens. This policy fails on the buggy version of the application and passes on the fixed version.

Prior to this work, we wrote a version of this policy in the Graph Query API. This policy was stricter: it also included the implementation-specific notion of commits. Commits are records of modifications to a resource (analogous to Git commits). Our Graph Query API policy enforced that a commit had transitive data influence on the modified resource. However, this assertion is not necessary to catch the permission check bug.

Throughout this work, we found multiple other instances where our Paralanguage policies were simpler than the Graph API policies we wrote earlier. Since the Graph Query API allows developers access to the full expressive power of the PDG, we often found ourselves referencing application source code to ensure that we selected the right primitives. As a result, we unwittingly wrote policies that were more closely tied to the source code than actually necessary to express the policy we sought to check. When we wrote the Paralanguage policies, we had a much smaller subset of predicates available. We found that by abstracting away the full power of the PDG representation, Paralanguage encouraged us to think about the minimum set of concepts necessary to express our policies, so our policies did not contain these unnecessary checks.

If a compliance engineer does want to check in their Paralanguage policy that the modified resource is indeed affiliated with a commit, they will need to expend more effort. They may need to consult with the developer to understand the implementation-specific notion of commits and how they interact with resources. The developer would also need to apply (and maintain) more markers to the application.
Numbered Clauses: We found that for some of the policies, our first attempt to express them required more levels of numbered clauses than Paralegal supports (Section 5.2.3). We refactored the policies to use definitions, which allowed us to express the policies with fewer nested expressions. We found that this process made our final policies easier to read, even if it took us longer to write them.
Chapter 7

Related Work

A privacy policy specification language should be accessible, expressive, and precise. Existing systems meet at most two of these goals.

Program-based specifications allow developers to write precise and expressive policies. In Resin [23], developers specify dynamic dataflow assertions in their application code. Ponder [5] also encodes policies through code; developers specify assertions that must hold or code that should run if a given predicate is satisfied. Other interfaces, such as IFC [13] or regular expression-based rules [10], allow for precise reasoning over programs without writing code, but still require a strong technical background.

Legalese [17] is a privacy policy specification language that, like Paralanguage, is structured around allowing or disallowing information flows over a data dependency graph. Legalese can only express whether one node does or does not flow to another—it cannot express control flow or the order of nodes in a dataflow path, and therefore has more limited expressivity than Paralanguage. While Legalese is meant to be more accessible than program-based specifications, user surveys have found that non-programmers struggle to define or interpret Legalese policies [17, 22]. Paralanguage borrows the concept of numbered clauses from the law in part to make policies more accessible to nontechnical stakeholders (e.g., lawyers) familiar with that structure.

Riverbed [21] and RuleKeeper [7] offer more accessible policy specifications. However, they are very limited to particular domains—Riverbed encodes four binary allow/disallow attributes, while RuleKeeper only supports a particular subset of GDPR provisions. Paralanguage is more flexible; as long as the compliance engineer can express their policy in terms of data and control dependencies, they can encode it in Paralanguage.
Chapter 8

Conclusion

Paralanguage is a privacy policy specification language that seeks to be accessible, expressive, precise, and performant. Compliance engineers can express high-level policies about flows between marked entities in an application, without requiring in-depth knowledge of the underlying PDG or application source code.

Our evaluation demonstrates that Paralanguage is expressive enough to represent a variety of real-world privacy policies, that its compiler outputs correct, precise, and performant policies.
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Appendix A

Grammar

\( \langle \text{paralegal policy} \rangle ::= \text{Scope: (scope)} [\text{Definitions: (definitions)}] \text{Policy: (exprs)} \)

\( \langle \text{definitions} \rangle ::= \langle \text{definition} \rangle \langle \text{definitions} \rangle | \langle \text{definition} \rangle \)

\( \langle \text{definition} \rangle ::= \langle \text{numbered clause} \rangle \langle \text{variable} \rangle \text{ is each (variable_intro) where:} (\langle \text{exprs} \rangle | \langle \text{body} \rangle) \)

\( \langle \text{scope} \rangle ::= \text{Everywhere:} | \text{Somewhere:} | \text{In <name>:} \)

\( \langle \text{exprs} \rangle ::= \langle \text{clause} \rangle \langle \text{operator} \rangle \langle \text{exprs} \rangle | \langle \text{clause} \rangle | \langle \text{only via predicates} \rangle \)

\( \langle \text{numbered clause} \rangle ::= \langle \text{number} \rangle . | \langle \text{number} \rangle | \langle \text{letter} \rangle . | \langle \text{letter} \rangle ) \)

\( \langle \text{operator} \rangle ::= \text{and} | \text{or} \)

\( \langle \text{clause} \rangle ::= \langle \text{clause intro} \rangle \langle \text{clause body} \rangle \)

\( \langle \text{clause intro} \rangle ::= \langle \text{for each} \rangle | \langle \text{there is} \rangle \)

\( \langle \text{for each} \rangle ::= \langle \text{numbered clause} \rangle \text{ For each (variable intro) :} \)

\( \langle \text{there is} \rangle ::= \langle \text{numbered clause} \rangle \text{ There is a (variable intro) where:} \)

\( \langle \text{variable intro} \rangle ::= \langle \text{variable} \rangle \text{ input} \)

\( | \langle \text{variable} \rangle \text{ item} \)

\( | \langle \text{variable} \rangle \)

\( | \langle \text{variable} \rangle \text{ marked (marker)} \)

\( | \langle \text{variable} \rangle \text{ type marked (marker)} \)

\( | \langle \text{variable} \rangle \text{ that produces (variable)} \)
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\( \text{clause body} \) ::= (\( \text{clause} \) \( \text{body} \)) \( \text{operator} \) (\( \text{clause body} \))

\( \text{body} \) ::= (\( \text{numbered clause} \) \( \text{predicate} \) \( \text{operator} \) (\( \text{body} \))

\( \text{conditional} \) ::= \( \text{numbered clause} \) If \( \text{predicate} \) then: (\( \text{clause body} \))

\( \text{only via predicates} \) ::= \( \text{only via predicate} \) \( \text{operator} \) \( \text{only via predicates} \)

\( \text{only via predicate} \) ::= Each \( \text{variable intro} \) goes to a (\( \text{variable} \) \( \text{variable} \) marked \( \text{marker} \)) only via a (\( \text{variable} \) \( \text{variable with marker} \) marked \( \text{marker} \))

\( \text{predicate} \) ::= \( \text{variable} \) does not influence \( \text{variable} \)

\( \text{variable} \) influences \( \text{variable} \)

\( \text{variable} \) goes to \( \text{variable} \)

\( \text{variable} \) does not go to \( \text{variable} \)

\( \text{variable} \) affects whether \( \text{variable} \) happens

\( \text{variable} \) does not affect whether \( \text{variable} \) happens

\( \text{variable} \) is marked \( \text{marker} \)

\( \text{variable} \) is not marked \( \text{marker} \)

\( \text{variable} \) goes to \( \text{variable} \)'s operation